MAKE A QUAIL CALL
with only tape, a rubber band, and a clothespin

2. Wrap both ends of clothespin pieces with several layers of tape (4 layers if using electrical tape). Use more or less depending on thickness of tape you are using.

3. A. Arrange clothespin pieces so that flat ends are together, flipped so that notches aren’t aligned. Place rubber band around one piece so that it lays flat on the inner edge.
   B. Twist rubber band and loop back on itself so that it wraps around the outer edge.
   C. The rubber band both passes through the center and also hold the pieces together.

» Rubber band too short? Skip steps B and C. Instead, tape top and bottom of clothespins (over existing tape) to hold pieces together.

Now gently blow through the gap between the clothes pins. The buzzing is similar to how a quail sounds. These have even been used to call quails right to you!